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What Of The Future Of The Country?
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This force was established and functioning, when it left the school at the end of 1922. When I returned in 1924 I found it had been disbanded; I regretted this, but we were assured that the situation had not changed; that heavy expenditure on the Palestine Budget could be dispensed with; and the King's forces, number some forty thousand strong. When Faisal was heard the death of his son was announced, and Faisal's forces began a campaign to force the King's regulars to retreat.

AUSTRIAN POLITICAL CRISIS

Chancellor Resigns

VIENNA, September 26 (P.T.A.-R.)—Austria has been making it almost impossible for the Austrian Cabinet to carry on. The resignation today of the Chancellor Dr. Steiner.

FORTY-FIVE KILLED IN RUSSIAN TRAIN DISASTER

MOSCOW, September 25 (P.T.A.-R.)—Forty-five people were killed and about thirty injured in the derailment of an express train, which was travelling from Moscow to St. Petersburg.

AIR MAIL DIFFICULTIES

Necessity For Night Flights In Deserts

LONDON, September 25 (P.T.A.-R.).—The air traffic on the route via Palestine to India is not increasing anywhere nearly as rapidly as was hoped. This was the statement made by Sir Eric Geddes, speaking at the annual meeting of the Imperial Airways Ltd. It would be necessary to establish a large amount of capital, in order to compete with air services from Russia. The possibility of establishing air services to India has been opened up by the Imperial Airways, and Sir Eric, was also in communication with the British Government and with the Australian Government in regard to the question of the possibility of a regular England-Australia air service.
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